MALDIVES PENSION ADMINISTRATION OFFICE
THE MALDIVES RETIREMENT PENSION SCHEME : GUIDELINE #1
GUIDELINES ON VALUATION OF SECURITIES

1

Background

1.1

The defined contribution investment choice characteristics of the Maldives
Retirement Pension System (“MRPS”) require daily valuations to properly value
contributions to, withdrawals from and transfers between the investment funds of
the MRPS.

1.2

A clear set of Guidelines establishes a fair mechanism for the valuation of securities
and deposits to be consistently used, to be fair to all stakeholders for such investment
funds. This recognises generally held industry standard views on the correct
valuation of Scheme assets, including but not limited to securities and income that
has accrued but not yet been received, and the recognition and valuation of accruing
and actual liabilities.

1.3

Given the particular circumstances in the Maldives, notably the lack of liquidity of
particular listed securities and the absence of secondary markets for Treasury Bills, it
is considered important to establish additional valuation principles.

2

Accounting Standard and implication on Audit

2.1

IAS #39 calls for the adoption of fair value basis in valuing financial assets.

2.2

However, under the present circumstances, fair value adjustment is not meaningful
when it comes valuing equity investments including but not limited to Dhiraagu.
These Guidelines use the cost price for such equities until such time when the market
price prevailing truly reflects the underlying economic fundamentals.

2.3

This approach results in a true and fair override, with implications on audit of
financial statements and additional disclosures justifying management’s decision
because of the departure from the IAS 39.

3
3.1

Valuations made by MPAO
The methods used for all valuations determined by MPAO are to be recorded and
made available to the Board and to the Investment Committee on request.
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Valuation Principles

Type of Security

Valuation Method

Equities listed and actively traded on a
recognised stock exchange

at last traded price

Bonds listed and actively traded on a
recognised stock exchange

at last traded price

Bonds normally traded between market
makers

a recognised price feed source, such as
appears on Bloomberg or Reuters systems

Equities listed on a recognised stock
exchange but not actively traded

valued at cost or at a level determined by
MPAO with reference to its historic
relationship between share price
behaviour and profits

Unlisted equities, those that have been
delisted or for which there is no market

at cost or net realisable or market value,
whichever is the lower determined by
MPAO

Bonds listed but not actively traded on a
recognised stock exchange and which are
not normally traded between market
makers

at cost or net realisable or market value,
determined by MPAO

Treasury Bills and other instruments that
do not pay interest

valued at cost plus the equivalent amount
of interest (redemption minus cost) and
the relevant number of days

Others
Deposits

at cost plus accrued interest, if any

Sharia Deposits

at cost, income recognised on receipt

Liabilities

at value
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Review of Guidelines

These Guidelines are to be reviewed at least annually.
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